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The rise of Object Oriented (OO) technologies has been nothing if not spectacular in the past few years. The IT world has witnessed the next generation of cutting-edge technology with the advent of OO programming languages, OO analysis and design, OO CASE tools, OO database management systems (OODBMS), and OO modeling. While the potential for this new technology has IT and business professionals extremely excited, the burgeoning field is undeniably immature and currently lacks the stability necessary to be considered mainstream or a reliable option for companies that are about to reengineer their business processes. Despite the growing popularity of OO technology, there are numerous issues that have contributed to its inability to firmly entrench itself and take over from the older, proven technologies. Object Oriented technology’s image problem has created a highly difficult decision-making process for corporations about to embark on business process reengineering (BPR) projects. At this time, reengineering with OO technology is a significant risk for companies to make, and those who have moved forward...
with OO technology have not, for the most part, seen the results that they were hoping for and their organizations are now suffering as a result of this decision.

The rise of Object Oriented (OO) technologies has been nothing if not spectacular in the past few years. The IT world has witnessed the next generation of cutting-edge technology with the advent of OO programming languages, OO analysis and design, OO CASE tools, OO database management systems (OODBMS), and OO modeling. While the potential for this new technology has IT and business professionals extremely excited, the burgeoning field is undeniably immature and currently lacks the stability necessary to be considered mainstream or a reliable option for companies that are about to reengineer their business processes.

Despite the growing popularity of OO technology, there are numerous issues that have contributed to its inability to firmly entrench itself and take over from the older, proven technologies. Object Oriented technology’s image problem has created a highly difficult decision-making process for corporations about to embark on business process reengineering (BPR) projects. The benefits and challenges of this new technology, as they relate to the BPR process, are discussed below.

**What OO Technology Can Bring To Companies Seeking To Reengineer**

The mainstream press has picked up on the enthusiasm of OO technology vendors in portraying this new technology as an IT messiah of sorts. This being the case, IT managers are beginning to feel pressure to start implementing OO technology in order to reap the rewards that the pundits are discussing in the appropriate journals, magazines, and newscasts. This pressure stems from the numerous benefits that OO technology has over the technologies that are currently being used.

If OO technology lives up to its hype, companies may expect to see substantive benefits from its implementation, including:

**Reuse of Code.** One of the inherent advantages of OO technology is that once an object has been created, it may be recycled any number of times to meet similar needs. Minor modifications may be necessary,
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